Black Lantern breakdown.



The eight spokes in the wheel 
Each group has it’s own field agents, schools and practices. Only the hub truly knows the extent of the organization. The rest rely on signs, assigned contacts, cells and personal contacts to do the work. Beyond an agents own cell he is only introduced to additional contacts on a need to know basis. This means if an agent is captured and broken he can only accurately give up his own cell. Code names are all, double lives are standard. Think of them more as masons rather then the CIA. They live normal lives in positions of opportunity for the Black Lanterns and then the call comes and they “go on pilgrimage” or “travel to recover their failing health”, “go to claim a legacy from a distant relation”. They go to do the work by what ever means necessary, pass off what they have learned so it will return to “the hub” and return to their life until it is time to take up the light again. The unlikely brothers, the flickering light against the darkness, the invisible hand of justice, the heroes without faces. The Black Lanterns

1)The Scriptorium (records and analysis)Librarians and sages, information copied in different locations.
2)The Tarry knots (speed delivery of information, by all means available)land sea and air (or magic)
3)The Far Reach (enforcement, removal& black ops)
4)Theater of the Unseen (information gathering, identity construction)
5)The Nine Chime academy (Infiltration and acquisitions) Tinkle School, where you learn to disarm traps, pick locks and gain entry against harsh odds.
6) Guild of the Night Road (hidden transportation, legitimate business arm)
7) Flickers (pensioned, wounded or maimed agents from other branches)
8)The clockworks (applications, R&D; special branch)

Prime, the hub, the administrative center and meeting place of the Directorate.

The laws

Carry away what flame you may

Leave no lantern lit for the enemy’s use

From tiny flames come mighty conflagrations… pick your moment with care

Your life is in your brothers hands, honor it and act accordingly

With your life, advance the wheel, for with enough turns justice will come



